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1. Introduction.
A matrix
termines a transformation

ank of real or complex

constants

de-

n

(1.1)

<r»= 22 ankSk,

by which a sequence sn is évaluable to
formation is said to be regular, or to
= lim s„ whenever lim s„ exists. We
known Silverman-Toeplitz
necessary

n = 0, 1, 2, • ■• ,

a if an-^o- as n—*». The transinclude convergence, if lim <rn
shall use the simple and well
and sufficient conditions
for

regularity of (1.1), namely
n

(1.21)

EI«.*|áC,

»- 0,1,2,-..,

fe-0

(1.22)

lima»* = 0,
tt—»«

(1.23)

lim X>»* = 1.

k » 0, 1, 2, - - - ,

n

For expositions

of the subject,

see Hardy

[4] and Cooke

terminology
agrees with that of Hardy.
Unfortunately,
there are no such simple necessary

[3]; our

and sufficient
conditions that (1.1) be included by convergence, that is, be such
that lim s„ = lim <r„whenever lim <rnexists. Some Mercerian theorems,
which are treated briefly by Hardy [4], solve the problem for special classes of transformations
involving a parameter
in a simple
way, but the general problem never has been and perhaps cannot be
successfully attacked. It is the object of this note to prove the following theorem which gives simple sufficient conditions that (1.1)
be included by convergence, and to show that the conclusion will
fail to follow if the condition (1.31) or any one of the three conditions
for regularity is removed from the hypothesis.

Theorem

(1.31)

1.3. If (1.1) is regular and if

liminf | a„„| —22 Iö»*| > 0,
n-»°° L

k=0

J
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then (1.1) 15 included by convergence.
It is a consequence

satisfies

(1.31), then

of this theorem

that

(1.1) is equivalent

if (1.1) is regular

to convergence.

and

The hy-

potheses of Theorem 1.3 imply that

(1.32)

liminf | a»„ | ^ (1 + L)/2
n->"

where L is the left member of (1.31), and hence that ann7^0 for each
sufficiently great n. If it happens that «„„5^0 for each n, then the
matrix A in (1.1) has a unique inverse A~l which is also triangular. In
this case the conclusion of Theorem 1.3 implies that the inverse A~1
must be regular.
We shall refer to the following theorem which is at least superficially less general than Theorem 1.3.

Theorem

(1.41)

1.4. 7/ (1.1) is regular and if

lim|~| a„„| - Ë|a„*|l>0,

then (1.1) is equivalent to convergence.
Theorem 1.3 includes three somewhat less general theorems obtained by the author [l] to show equivalence of the arithmetic
mean transformation

(1.5)

Mn = — 22 Sk
n *=i

and such transformations

(1.51)

(1.52)

as

Fn=¿J_^.St

jfc_i log 2

H'n=22

1

n + k

1
■sk.

jt=i log 2 2n — k + 1

The latter problem was suggested to the author by Einar Hille.
Theorem 1.4 was given by Mazur and Orlicz [ó] in a note containing no proofs. It seems that these authors were somewhat generous
in referring to Theorem 1.4 as "un théorème de M. R. Agnew" [l];
while Theorems 1.3 and 1.4 and methods of proof are strongly suggested by [l], they do not appear in [l]. We shall point out in §2
a manner in which one can supply the details of the argument of
Mazur and Orlicz [6] that Theorem 1.4, and Theorem 1.3 as well,
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are corollaries of one of their fundamental

[August

theorems which we state:

Lemma 1.6. 7/(1.1) is regular and if at least one divergent sequence is
évaluable (1.1), then at least one unbounded sequence is évaluable (1.1).
The fact that Theorem 1.4 is a
where Karamata
made implicit
where several explicit applications
triangular
transformations
escape

useful theorem may be seen in [5]
use of a special case and in [2]
were needed. §5 shows that nontheorems analogous to Theorem

1.3.
2. Proof of Theorem 1.3. We prove Theorem 1.3 by showing that
if sn is a divergent sequence, then o-„ must also be divergent. Suppose first that sn is unbounded. Then for an infinite set of values of n

(2.1)

| it | ä|«.|,

k = 0,1,2, ■•• ,n-

1.

For such values of n
n-1
\Tn

OnnSn +

22 ankSk

22Ifln*
II S*I

fc=0

i=0

(2.21)

= | Ia"»I ~ 22\ a"kI I5»I
L

k=o

J

Therefore
lim sup |<r„| = <» and o-„ is divergent.
Thus we have
shown, by a very simple argument that appears in [l, p. 247], that
(1.1) can evaluate no unbounded sequences. It follows from Lemma
1.6 of Mazur and Orlicz that (1.1) can evaluate no divergent sequences and Theorem 1.3 is proved.
The above proof shows that (1.31) alone, without any of the three
conditions for regularity, is sufficient to imply that (1.1) can evaluate
no unbounded
sequences. The conditions for regularity are used in
the above proof of Theorem 1.3 only when the argument of Mazur
and Orlicz was applied. All this leaves the possibility that one could
modify our direct attack on unbounded
sequences to show directly
that (1.31) alone is sufficient to imply that (1.2) can evaluate no
bounded divergent sequences.

3. Bounded sequences. We now give a detailed proof showing
how each of the three conditions for regularity enters into a direct
demonstration
of the fact that a regular transformation
(1.1) satisfying (1.31) can evaluate no bounded divergent sequences; this proof
motivates the examples of §4.
Let s„ be a bounded divergent sequence of complex numbers.
Let a beany

complex

number

and let .7?= lim sup | sn —a\. Then R>0

and using (1.23) gives
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On — 0- = 0(1) + a„„(Sn — 0-) + ¿1 ank(Sk ~ ").
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n-l

k—0

Letting

€>0 and choosing

ko such that

\sk —<r\ <R + e when k>ko,

we use (1.22) to obtain
n-l

(3.2)

| o-n— o-1^ o(l) + I ann| | s„ - a \ - 22 I ank\ (R + t).
k=kQ

Use of (1.21) then gives
n-l

(3.3)

| <7„— »| ^ o(\) - eC +\ann\\sn

- o-\ - 22 I a»* \ R-

For an increasing sequence of values of n, we have
For such values of n we have
(3.4)

| ffn -

<r| ^ o(l) -

and for all sufficiently

(3.5)

2eC + \ | ann \ -

£

| 5„ —cr| >R —e.

| ank \\R

great such values of n we have

| on - c I ^ o(l) - 2eC + (L - t)R

where L is the left member of (1.31). Therefore lim sup |<r„ —cr|
s^—2eC+(L —e)R. Since this holds for each «>0, we must have
lim sup j <r„—erJ ^.LR>0. Since this holds for each complex number
a, the sequence cr„ must be divergent. Thus we have a direct proof
which shows that we can quite easily avoid use of the Mazur-Orlicz
theorem. It should be remarked, however, that the above proof is a
little less involved than the proofs previously given by the author
[l] for the special cases, and that the idea of Mazur and Orlicz that
they should use their theorerh in this connection is very elegant.
4. Examples. That the conclusion of Theorem 1.3 would fail if
(1.31) were removed from the hypothesis is obvious; the arithmetic
mean transformation
(1.5) which evaluates the divergent sequence
5n = ( —1)" is one of countless classic examples. The matrix ank for
which ann = ( — 1)" and ank = 0 otherwise satisfies (1.31) and all of the
conditions for regularity except (1.23). It evaluates the divergent
sequence

sn = ( — l)n.

The

matrix

ank for which

ann = l, an,o= — an.i

= ( — l)n+1/3 when w^3, and a„k = 0 otherwise, satisfies (1.31) and all
of the conditions for regularity except (1.22). It evaluates the divergent sequence for which s0 = 3, Si = 0, and s„ = (—1)" when m>1.
That a matrix satisfying (1.31) and all of the conditions for regu-

larity except (1.21) could evaluate no bounded divergent sequences
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seems more plausible,

[August

but the proposition

escapes

proof and the

following example shows that it is false. Let a„n = l+n2/2,
an,n-2= —ti2/2, and ank = 0 when k<n — 2. The divergent

5„ = (—l)"[l + l/(w + l)]

is évaluable

matrix c„„ = (w4-l)2, an¡n-i=n(n
evaluates this sequence.

to 0 by this

+ 2), and

an,„-i = 0,
sequence

matrix.

The

a„k = 0 otherwise

also

5. Nontriangular
matrices. The transformation
have heretofore considered has the form

(1.1) which we

oo

(5.1)

<rn= 22 ankSk,

n = 0,1,2,

•• • ,

k=0

where ank =0 when k>n, the matrix ank being triangular. We remove
the requirement
that ank=0 when k>n, and replace (1.31) by

(5.2)

lîminf I | a„B| - ¿* | «Bt|1 > 0

where the star on the 22 signifies that the term for which k=n is to
be omitted from the sum. A trivial modification of the proof in §3
gives the following theorem.

Theorem 5.3. If (5.1) is regular and satisfies (5.2), then no bounded
divergent sequences are évaluable (5.1).
On the other hand, the argument
in (2.21) breaks down completely if flniT^O when k>n. A very interesting
example of a regular
transformation
of the form (5.1) which satisfies (5.2) and in fact

much stronger significant conditions such as o„*^0, a„i = 0 when
k>n + l, lim ann = l, and lim X^*|ö«*l =0, and which nevertheless
evaluates some (necessarily unbounded)
divergent sequences, is

(5.4)
This

o-n= (l-—
\

transformation

= (-l)«(n

Kh-T-:5»*1'

n + 3/

evaluates

m = 0, 1, 2, • • • .

n+ 3
the

divergent

sequence

sn

+ iy.

The following remarks concerning the transformation
(5.4) are of
interest in connection with the theory of infinite matrices ; see Cooke
[3] where the subject of this paper is not treated but many instructive examples are given on p. 169 and elsewhere. Let A=(ank)
denote the matrix of (5.4) so that ann = 1 — l/(w+3),
a„,„+i = l/(«4-3),
and ank = 0 otherwise. Let B = (bnk) denote the matrix for which
bnn = l/(n+3),
bn,n+i= —1/(« + 3), and bnk= 0 otherwise. Let 7denote

the identity matrix, and let X= l. Then
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A = I -\B.

(5.41)

The norm of B, defined to be the least upper bound of the numbers
22t=o | °nk\, is 2/3. It follows by very well known arguments that the
series in the right member of

(5.42)

A-1 = I + \B + \2B2 + \3B3 +

converges to a matrix A~l which is an inverse of A in the sense that
^4^4_1=^4_1^4 =7. Moreover this inverse^-1
is the matrix of a regular
transformation.
If a convergent sequence o is the transform of a
bounded sequence 5 so that a=As, then we can use the argument
A~1<7=A~1(As) = (A~1A)s=s to conclude that the sequence s must
be convergent; but the conclusion fails in case s„ = ( —l)n(» + l)! and
it must therefore be untrue that, in this case, A_1(As) = (A_1A)s.
Another peculiarity of the transformation
(5.4) lies in the fact that
its matrix A has an inverse A'1; but nevertheless one can, when a
sequence (To,&u • • • is given, assign an arbitrary value to so and then
use the equation (5.4) one by one to determine uniquely the remaining elements Si, s2, ■ ■ ■of the sequence sn so that (5.4) holds. Thus,
even for a regular nontriangular
matrix satisfying very restrictive
conditions, existence of a regular inverse of the matrix A in (5.1)
does not imply unique solvability of the equations (5.1) for s0, it, ■ • •
when the sequence o-0,<fi, ■ ■ ■is given, and does not imply that (5.1)
is equivalent to convergence.
The inverse matrix A~l defined by (5.42) has a quite simple form;
both of the matrices A and A~l of the example are displayed below.

— -0000
0

— —

0

0

—

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

—

0

0

0

0

0

(A)

0
1

T
5

0

0

0

0

—

0

6

1

7
7
8
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3-4
5
-6
2 3-2 4-3-2 5-4-3-2
4-5
6
0 —
4-3
5-4-3
5-6
0
0
4
5-4
(A-1)

7
6-5-4-3-2
-7

7-Ó-5-4-3-2

6-5-4-3
7
6-5-4

7-6-5-4-3
-8
7-6-5-4

8

6

-7

8

5

6-5
7
—
6

7-6-5
-8
7-6

0

8
—
7

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

One who cares to do so can easily supplement or replace the analytic
considerations
involving (5.42) by direct manipulation
with the displayed matrices to see that the matrix A possesses an inverse A~l

for which AA_1=A~lA

=1 and to see that A-1 is regular.
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